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摘要
本研究探討以俄羅斯及美國政治領導人物為例的網路模因，如何以多模態批
判論述的觀點來進行分析。本研究自9GAG社交媒體網站（www.9gag.com）採用200則
關於政治人物議題的網路模因，像是希拉蕊．柯林頓、唐納．川普、巴拉克．歐巴
馬和佛拉迪米爾．普丁。研究結果顯示，政治相關的網路模因大大地涉及了次文化
的行為標準以及流行文化的產物，也暗示了網路模因社群的參與者須具備一定程度
的知識水平。此外，本研究亦發現，即使是不明所以且非常淺陋的政治網路模因仍
有其價值所在，因為它們不僅吸引讀者的注意，也激發了各種政治上的討論。最後
，資訊網路世代及千禧年世代成長快速，他們成為未來主要的政治選票者以及政治
發動者，本研究證實，政治相關的網路模因反映且代表了此世代之社會文化的產物
。同時我們得知，如9GAG這樣的網路模因平台，能夠做為現代政治論述及言談的豐
富資訊來源。
關鍵字：模因、多模態批判論述分析、柯林頓、川普、歐巴馬、普丁
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ABSTRACT
This study discusses how Internet memes associated with the leading Russian and
American political figures can be analyzed from the perspective of Multimodal Critical
Discourse Analysis. The data consisting of 200 Internet memes, which address the issues
in relation to such political figures as Hillary Clinton, Donald Trump, Barack Obama and
Vladimir Putin, was collected from the 9gag web community (www.9gag.com) and further
approached through O’Halloran, Tan, Smith and Podlasov (2011) model of multi-layered
analytical framework that connects the micro level analysis of relations between various
multimodal elements to the macro level analysis in the wider socio cultural context.
Findings revealed that political Internet memes are highly referential to sub cultural
canons and pop cultural realities, which implies that a certain level of literacy is required
from the participants of Internet memes’ communities. Furthermore, it was suggested that
even highly ambivalent and shallow Internet memes still have value in political discourse
as they not only attract viewers’ attention but also sparkle diverse political discussions.
Finally, it was demonstrated that political Internet memes may also reflect socio cultural
realities of iGeneration and the generation of Millenials, who are growing fast into the
leading political voters and activists. Consequently, it was suggested that Internet memes
platforms, such as 9gag, may serve as fruitful source of a modern political discourse.

Key words: meme, multimodal critical discourse analysis, Clinton, Trump, Obama, Putin
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background of the Study
The rapid development of digital technologies during recent decades has also
entailed new ways for people to maintain their social interactions. Modern technology users
are submerged in their cell phones, tablets and computer monitors constantly
communicating, consuming and delivering online content. Specifically, it has already
become habitual to many to send tweets,1 take selfies,2 write daily in Facebook3 and share
YouTube4 videos. However, new artifacts are still picking up the pace from the depth of
user-generated platforms, with an Internet meme being in the lead.
1.1.1 Meme as a unit of culture
The notion ‘meme’ was originally proposed by Richard Dawkins in his book, The
Selfish Gene, which was first published in 1976. On a large scale the book addressed the
Darwinian evolution theory mainly by questioning the charecter of the biologic component
that either outlasts or dies out during the course of natural selection. He identified this
component as ‘gene’, while the book in essence elaborated on its key features as well as the
act of genetic transfer. However, one of the chapters was also dedicated to exploring
cultural transmission.
cited a number of cases of the cultural patterns that evolved over generations
throughout uninheritable ways: language, traditional or spiritual practices, preferences in
apparel and food, directions in crafts, music and building designs. With respect to these
1

Tweet is a post on a popular social platform Twitter (https://twitter.com)
Selfie is a picture that one has taken of oneself.
3
Facebook is a popular social platform (www.facebook.com)
4
YouTube is a video-hosting website that allows members to store and serve video content.
2

1

elements of culture he proposed the new concept ‘meme’. It was selected because of its
analogy to the term ‘gene’, and in addition its reference to a hellenic root “mimeme”
standing for “which is imitated”. That was fundamental to Dawkins, who noted that similar
to genes spreading themselves from human being to human being, an act of memes’
diffusion was conducted by their leaping from brain to brain via imitation. Accordingly,
based on Dawkins’ idea, the traditional definition of ‘meme’ indicates units of cultural
transmission which not only “defuse from person to person, but also shape and reflect
general social mindsets” (Shifman, 2014, p.18).
1.1.2 Meme as an Internet artifact
As Internet culture evolved and computer mediated communication (CMC)5 became
more developed, the term ‘meme’ received an up-dated meaning of the class of Internet
objects that have similar attributes of content, design and attitudes which are recycled and
emulated by the web citizens (Shifman, 2011). This utilization of the notion at a later stage
was adapted to address to a particular online item presented as a mixture of visual and
textual planes and usually presupposed to carry the element of entertainment.
Technologically, the production of such artifacts is apparently easy and doesn’t
require any financial expenditure. The designer generally uses the simple software and
afterwards shares the memes at the relevant Internet communities. According to the data
provided by Similar Web, a company known for its expert evaluation of web traffic and
Internet behavior, the leading four networking platforms producing and sharing Internet
5

Computer mediated communication (CMC) is “the process by which people create, exchange, and perceive
information using networked telecommunications systems that facilitate encoding, transmitting, and decoding
messages” (Naughton, 2000, p. 12).
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memes are 9gag, Reddit, Imgur and 4chan.6 Their active audience also demonstrates
significant involvement in such major social networking websites, as Facebook, Youtube
and Twitter, which are often used for a large-scale meme's distribution. Beyond that, there
is a considerable cross-reference among the platforms, making their users the members of
the same Internet community, mainly represented by pop savvy youngsters who are highly
interested in Internet entertainment, humor, animation and comics as well as video games.
1.1.3 Types of Internet memes
The most common memes circulated in the Internet community could be divided
into two fundamental categories: "recycled" images, which serve as templates for multiple
imitations and "stable" images which introduce more original content and are passed along
either without any transformation or being photoshoped, as presented in Figure 1.1 and
Figure 1.2 (Knobel & Lankshear, 2007).

Figure 1.1 "Recycled" images

6

https://www.similarweb.com (Accessed in January, 2017)

3

Fugure1.2 "Stable" images

"Recycled" images could be further classified into two subsets: "single" images
expressed by only one frame and "stacked" images featured as a combination of several
frames, as demonstrated in Figures 1.3 and 1.4 respectively.

Figure 1.3 "Single" images

4

Figure 1.4 "Stacked" images

However, the most abundant type of Internet memes is Macro, which represents
the clearest example of the interplay of imitation and transformation that guide the
construction of Internet memes in general.7

7

According to the online Oxford dictionary, “Image macro” is “a photographic single image on which a
humorous caption or catchphrase has been digitally superimposed”. In computer coding, the term Macro is
also often applied to denote the utilization of particular instructions to different tasks.

5

Figure 1.5 Marco

As Figure 1.5 shows, Macros are commonly built around a single image overlaid
with a white text written in capitals and express the humorous note by the "clash" between
expectations and evidence that, according to Kuipers (2005), is central to the discrepancy
that defines humor. The use of these conventions in Macros’ design stabilizes them to a
certain degree. It means that new macros fitting established conventions can be created
easily, and readers can form a common understanding as to the elements of the joke.
Due to the fluid and rapidly changing nature of Internet memes as well as their
flexibility in application to a wide range of topics, there has been no sustained classification
offered so far. For the purpose of the current study, however, it will be contemplated that
all Internet memes can be categorized at least according to their design, as suggested by
Figure 1.6. Subsequently, all of the presented types will be mentioned in the further
analysis in Chapter Four.

6

Figure 1.6 Classification of Internet memes

1.1.4 Key characteristics of Internet memes
Several key characteristics apply to Internet memes of all forms and identify them
as such. One of the common charatceristics is that they are at most humour-centred. In
effect, Internet humor has been highly linked to popular discourse with Internet memes
since 2010 (Shifman, 2014). Though not all Internet memes are found to be humorous or
intended to make jokes, humor is a key component in many (Knobel & Lankshear, 2006).
Humorous Internet memes often manifest as quirky and situational jokes through remixing
pop culture and commercial imageries. However, humor is sometimes used to generate
social commentary memes as well; successful social commentary memes reach people at a
high speed, get attention from the public, and ultimately raise awareness on asocial practice
or event (Knobel & Lankshear, 2006). Furthermore, Shifman (2014) noted that “humorous
Internet memes are often employed as forms of political and social participation” (p. 393).
She also argued that Internet memes can be “forms of persuasion or political advocacy,”
and “modes of expression and public discussion” (pp. 122-123).
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The other distinctive feature of Internet memes is that they are usually modified and
remixed over the process of transmission from participant to participant. Thus, according to
Knobel & Lankshear (2006) “remixing,” including “reordering, superimposing, etc.” (p.
96) is an important practice of producing Internet memes.
1.1.5 Internet memes in political context
Several studies have argued that memes demonstrate the capability “to affect
people’s political perspectives or opinions using humor as a persuasion tool”. Thus, Griffin
(2009) revealed that most politically oriented memes utilize the distal technique of
persuasion meaning that they bring their stances about political features or politically
colored problems to influence citizens to accept the underlying opinions. This technique
skirts about the essential issue while raising the argument as well as utilizing the context,
the likeability of the persuader, and the degree of how an assertion is proposed.
By the same token, Nasri (2012) that “Internet memes can turn some of the most
trivial moments, gossip or rumors about candidates into central talking points of a political
campaign. He further suggested that this would pose an interesting challenge for the many
sides that are involved in the political space”. Nasri pointed out that many of the meme
creators typically do not reveal who they are. Unlike the news reported by traditional news
outlets, meme creators tend to be anonymous and are not accountable for their messages.
Accordingly, it is harder for political groups to blame the creators as they can do with
reporters and journalists in traditional media. Memes seem to also help people in general to
express their frustration or dissatisfaction with the ruling political parties, the same way that
other forms of political humor help citizens cope with their democratically elected
8

representatives (Kadir & Lokman, 2011). However, it should be mentioned that Internet
memes are different in nature from traditional political caricatures, in much the same way
political cartoons do. Namely, in contrast to political caricatures, which are prepared by
professionals, Internet memes are created by amateurs.
Milner (2013) further explored Internet memes memes “as a form of public
discourse” in reference to the Occupy Wall Street (OWS)8 movement. He argued that
though at the course of the movement social networks have been activated, OWS memes
often reproduced simplified or even anti-intellectual arguments; and accordingly, Internet
memes, playing a main role as jokes, might distract us from important public engagement.
This claim echoes Kirby (2009), who suggested as well that pop cultural artifacts are rather
valuable in terms of politically oriented discussions.
1.2 Origination of the Study
Personally following the Internet memes’ communities for the last couple of years,
and being fairly well familiar with versatile memes’ design and content, I came to a
conclusion that although the studies overviewed in Section 1.2.3 contribute to the
understanding of Internet meme’s phenomena in the political context, they have little, if
any, in-depth discussion of Internet memes with regard to the frequent pop cultural
interdiscursivity as a part of their visual architecture, as well as the possibility that Internet
memes could be sporadically serious in nature and promising in terms of the public political
engagement.

8

OWS stands for a “protest movement that began on September 17, 2011 in Zuccotti Park, located in New
York City's Wall Street financial district, receiving global attention and spawning the movement against
economic inequality worldwide” (http://occupywallst.org, accessed in July, 2017).
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Furthermore, being also interested in sociology as an equal basis of applied
linguistics, I started pondering if political memes could reflect the socio cultural
characteristics of the generation of Millennials, which is currently the largest and most
active part of all Internet users around the globe and the major group of political voters in
the nearest future.
Consequently, I became motivated to construct a study which would aim to critically
examine Internet memes with the focus on their multimodal architecture as well as presumed
potential to transmit social and cultural realities, and I took a decision that multimodal
critical discourse analysis would work best in this regard as will be further rationalized in
Chapter Two.
1.3 Structure of the Study
The current study includes five chapters with the first one being Introduction to the
context and origination of the research. Chapter Two onwards deals with theoretical
grounding, reviewing different approaches to critical discourse analysis (CDA) and
multimodal critical discourse analysis (MCDA) with a further account to the main directions
of the critique. This chapter also covers different perspectives on the study of intertextuality
and discusses its role in MCDA. Chapter Three moves to the methodological considerations,
elaborating in more detail on the selected method and major research questions as well as
explaining the process of the data selection and consecutive analytical procedures. Next,
Chapter Four presents and discusses findings on both micro and macro level of the analysis
with the reflection on the overall thematic orientation of the political memes. Finally,
Chapter Five discusses the research implication and draws conclusions from the study.
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CHAPTER 2 THEORETICAL GROUNDING
Taking into account the viral nature of the Internet memes, they have the noticeable
ability to transfer ideologic messages to a wide range of citizens in a short period of time.
Admitting this capability in reference to the ideological transfer, a present study intends to
utilize a methodology which is rooted mainly in the Multimodal Critical Discourse
Analysis. In this light, the current chapter aims to outline the main approaches related to
CDA and MCDA as well as discuss the role of intertextuality in the analysis.
2.1 Critical Discourse Analysis
Critical discourse analysis is a fast expanding and evolving linguistic field. It
approaches discourse as “a form as social practice” and considers the context as its essential
element (Wodak, 2001; Fairclough & Wodak, 1997). Many scholars share the same view
that CDA does not represent a particular method; it is more suitable to consider it as an
approach, combined by various perspectives as well as various methodologies in order to
examine the relations between languages and their contexts.
Multiple scholars introduced a range of fundamental principles while addressing
CDA. Several of them stand for the core of all existing CDA perspectives, but some others
are rather polemical. One of the most acknowledged list of CDA’s principles was
introduced by Fairclough and Wodak’s in 1996.
It starts with the principle which concerns the relation between CDA and socially
oriented issues. In this light it has been argued that “CDA not only focuses on language and
language use, but also on the linguistic characteristics of social and cultural processes.
CDA follows a critical approach to social problems in its endeavors to make explicit power
11

relationships which are frequently hidden. It aims to derive results which are of practical
relevance to the social, cultural, political and even economic contexts” (Fairclough &
Wodak, 1997, p. 58).
Next tenet addresses the discursivity of power hierarchy. Namely, it elaborates on
the ways CDA provides the explanations on “how social relations of power are exercised
and negotiated in and through discourse” (Fairclough & Wodak, 1997).
An argument that Society and culture is established through the discourse
constitutes the third CDA principle. In other words, according to Fairclough & Wodak
(1997) every language pattern ever utilized contributes to construction, reflection and
transformation of our society and culture, which also includes power hierarchy.
It has been further argued, that “discourse also does ideological work. In other
words, ideologies are often produced and reproduced through discourse. To understand
how ideologies are produced, it is not enough to analyze texts; the discursive practice (how
the texts are interpreted and received and what social effects they have) must also be
considered”(Fairclough & Wodak, 1997). Here it should be mentioned that Fairclough
approached text as “the written or spoken language produced in a discursive event” (p.
138). He also underlined “the multi-semiotic character of texts and adds visual images and
sound, using the example of television language, as other semiotic forms which may be
simultaneously present in texts” (Fairclough, 1995, p.91).
The next essential assumption is that “discourse is directly related to history,
meaning that without understanding of the historically colored context it is also not possible
to understand the discourses themselves. Accordingly, CDA addresses cultural, social and
12

ideological extra linguistic attributes from the historical perspective as well (Fairclough &
Wodak, 1997; Wodak, 1996, 2001).
The next tenet is that “the link between text and society is mediated”. It implies that
CDA deals with the “connections between sociocultural processes and structures on the one
hand, and properties of texts on the other” (Fairclough & Wodak, 1997; Wodak, 1996,
2001; Meyer, 2001; Scollon, 2001). Moreover, critical discourse analysis suggests that the
mentioned interrelation is not static and the process of mediation is always involved
(Scollon, 2001; Fairclough, 1995a). Fairclough approaches this mediated interrelation
engaging textual elements and societal realities by examining ‘orders of discourse’
(Fairclough, 1992a, 1995a). Wodak (1996), similarly to van Dijk (1997, 2001), presented a
“socio-cognitive level” in the study, while Scollon faced meditative process in regard to
“mediated action” and “mediational means” (Scollon, 2001).
Another essential doctrine assumes that CDA in its essence also provides
explanations and interpretations. In other words, CDA is much more than a simple analysis
of the text. It is “not only interpretative, but also explanatory in intent” (Fairclough &
Wodak, 1997; Wodak, 1996, 2001). Furthermore, these “interpretations and explanations
are vibrant and open, and may be affected by new readings and new contextual
information” (p.97). Meyer (2001) refers to this dynamic as a “hermeneutic process” and
maintains “that compared with the analytical-inductive process employed in some other
fields, hermeneutics can be understood as a method of grasping and producing meaning
relations by understanding the meaning of one part in the context of the whole” (p. 114).
On a later stage he also argues that “hermeneutic interpretation in particular requires
detailed documentation such as an explicit linguistic analysis of texts” (p.120).
13

Taking into account that discourse from the CDA perspective, is a type of mediated
social activity (Fairclough & Wodak, 1997), political memes created and distributed
through the networking platforms could be considered as a relevant source for the critical
analysis. Specifically, Internet memes’ communities demonstrate all the main features of
the computer mediated communication (CMC) such as possibilities of almost instant
feedback as well as interaction of the participants through the mediated on-line political
discussions, for instance. Moreover, it has been argued that the recent new media
technologies, like Internet memes’ mobile apps, “have led to strikingly different
communication behaviors that require a high degree of individual involvement into
exchanging messages and creating a common meaning for the information that participants
exchange” (Rogers, 1986, p.31), which also may be argued as a reflection of the modern
socio-cultural processes.

2.1.1 Approaches to critical discourse analysis
Multiple attempts were undertaken in order to schematize CDA. The most
fundamental work in this regard was headed by Fairclough (1998, 2000, 2001, 2003),
Wodak (1996, 2001), van Dijk (1993, 1997, 2001), Gee (2005), Scollon (1999, 2001,
2004), and van Leeuwen (1995). Though they differ noticeably in technical terms, they
followed the same strategy. According to Luke, CDA involves a straightforward and clear
negotiation and mediation between the micro analysis of textual utterances through
utilization of different instruments of linguistics, semiotics, as well as literary insights and
the macro analysis of socially rooted structures, and power hierarchies that these textual
utterances reference and constitute (Luke 2002, p. 100).

14

Accordingly, efforts to schematize CDA trace back to the approached and methods
of textual analysis on the one side, and to the modern political and socio-cultural
perspectives on another side. Several perspectives, for example, those of Fairclough (1992)
and Wodak (1996), “rely much on a linguistic analysis of texts, especially Halliday’s
(1994) systemic functional linguistics (SFL), beginning with systematic analysis of lexical
resources, moving through an analysis of syntactic functions to the analysis of genre and
text metafunction” (p.72). In contrast to the perspectives articulated by Wodak and
Fairclough, another two scholars proposed “toolkits that are less oriented to lexicosyntactic
features of texts and more focused on cultural and social resources and contexts”. Thus,
Van Dijk (1997) perspective is rooted in the following notions: “action, context, power and
ideology”, at the same time, Gee’s (2005) approach springs from the following categories:
“semiotic building, world building, activity building, identity and relationship building,
political building, connection building” (p.43).
Luke (2002) advocates: “a linguistic and text analytic meta language, no matter how
comprehensive, cannot ‘do’ CDA in and of itself. It requires the overlay of a social
theoretic discourse for explaining and explicating the social; contexts, concomitants,
contingencies and consequences of any given text or discourse.” (p.101)
Further, Pennycook (2001) argues that “what texts ‘do’ in the world cannot be
explained solely through text analysis or text analytic language” (p. 25). In reference to the
macro analyse, “CDA attempts to move beyond text analysis to the critical analysis of the
visible practices of text interpretation and use”. Fairclough (1992) and Gee (2005) apply a
scope of the leading social approached as they proceed with both textual and visual
analysis.
15

It has been already mentioned that, there exist two leading approaches of
performing the CDA. The first one is based on the Fairclough’s extensive analysis of the
textual elements, and another approach draws back to van Dijk and Gee, who make accent
on socially relevant elements such as “action, context, power and ideology”. Taking into
account the aim of the current paper to critically examine Internet memes not only from the
perspective of their multimodal architecture but also from the perspective of their presumed
potential to transmit social and cultural realities, the work of van Dijk and Gee serves as the
basis for the further research analytical framework, detailed in Chapter Three.
2.1.2 Critique of critical discourse analysis
Following the mainstream arguments in relation to the critical discourse analysis, a
particular argument occurred, when Fairclough and Widdowson carried a discussion about
the approach. Widdowson (1995) asserted that analysis must be impartial, and while
analysts may have preferences that will influence their interpretation of data, they differ
from interpreters in that interpreters prioritize their own preferences. Based on this,
Widdowson declared that CDA is an exercise in interpretation, not analysis, and that the
name “critical discourse analysis” as a “contradiction in terms” (p. 159).
Widdowson also criticized “the interpretive element of CDA for failing to
acknowledge that the what a writer means by a text is not the same as what a text means to
a reader” (p. 164). He posited that “the explicit political commitment adopted by critical
discourse analysts means that their interpretations of text will inevitably be based on the
researcher’s values and beliefs, and not the intent of speaker or writer of the text being
analyzed” (p.172). In the response, Fairclough (1996) also suggested that CDA, in contrast
to the major part of another approaches, is always explanatory on “its own position and
16

commitment”. In the present paper I attempted to compensate for Widdowson’s criticism
by looking at Internet viewers’ comments on each Internet meme.
The other perspective of criticism of CDA is its is its inclination to examine visual
images similarly to the textual elements (Jørgensen & Phillips, 2002). Kress and van
Leeuwen (2006) also pointed out that CDA is mostly confined to language or verbal parts
of texts. From this perspective, multimodal critical discourse analysis (MCDA), which will
be discussed further in more detail, can contribute to broadening works of CDA (Kress &
van Leeuwen, 2006) by studying how visual strategies are used to convey certain messages
(Aiello, 2006).
2.2 Multimodal Critical Discourse Analysis
As a developing research field, MCDA “brings together CDA and multimodal
approaches. As discussed in the work of Wodak and Meyer (2008), O’Halloran, Tan, Smith
and Podlasov (2011), Machin and Mayr (2012), Waugh, Catalano, Al Masaeed, Hong Do,
and Renigar (2015), MCDA is one of several responses to criticisms in the field of CDA
and one of the most influential and visible branches of discourse analysis” (Blommaert &
Bulcaen, 2000). There exisits an augmenting demand in regard to the discourse analysis to
increase the focus on the multimodality (LeVine & Scollon, 2004).
Specifically, Van Leeuwen (2009) says “multimodality is particularly important for
CDA, since ideology in mediated commentary is often not stated outright, but projected in
more subtle visual ways where the meaning often results from the interaction of different
semiotic modes”. In the same vein, graphic artifacts should be viewed “as single,
multimodal communicative acts, especially inasmuch as the cohesion between the verbal
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and the visual is usually enhanced by some form of stylistic unity between the image, the
typography, and the layout” (Van Leeuwen, 2004, p. 7). In the present study multimodality
is primarily understood as the combination of different visual modalities, i.e. written
alphabet and pictorial elements that fill in the so-called integrated visual surface, so that
each Internet meme contains linguistic signs as well as other semiotic elements.
Following the main aims of the current study, I adopted the perspective on MCDA
proposed by O’Halloran et al. (2011), which “incorporates both a CDA and multimodal
approach based on the social semiotics of Kress and van Leeuwen (2001). The scholars
provided the foundations for multimodal research, drawing upon Michael Halliday’s (1985)
social semiotic approach to language to model the meaning potential of words, sounds and
images as sets of inter-related systems and structures. In social semiotics, modalities are
very widely defined as socially influenced. Accordingly, Kress and van Leeuwen’s (2006)
approach has a particular orientation to ideology, deriving general principles of visual
design which are illustrated through text analysis. They argued that the design is
responsible for the composition and it makes it also responsible, in a sense, for coherence.
In order to fulfill its compositional function, the design can be expressed by placing
information values, emphasizing elements (salience) and combining elements (framing)
(Kress & van Leeuwen, 2006) ”. However, how these principles could be further employed
is defined through a context-oriented interpretation by virtue of MDCA.
A MCDA model is a “multi-layered analytical framework that connects the micro
level analysis of various modes to larger discourses. Researchers have used multimodal
critical discourse analysis, for example, to examine how photographs and other graphic
elements (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2006; Iedema, 2003), children's toys (Machin, 2009),
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political cartoons (Mazid, 2008), and even music (Thompson, 2002) are used by social
actors to construct and contest dominant social meanings. By linking the key principles of
critical discourse analysis with social semiotics theory, researchers outside the specialty
field of linguistics obtained a valuable theoretical and methodological tool to help them
better understand how language and other types of semiotic signs are used together to
construct, express, and challenge social power”.
O’Halloran et al. (2011) further conceptualized the different levels of analysis in
terms of micro level (denotative) as well as macro level (connotative) analytical processes
that “conceptualize much wider socio cultural ideas and values, where the represented
participants ‘stand for’ or ‘are signs’ of something else” (van Leeuwen, 2001, p. 96). In
other words, the micro level analysis deals with the denotative meaning construction
through various modes, for example: text and image (Bateman, 2008; Liu & O'Halloran,
2009; Martinec, 2005; Unsworth & Cleirigh, 2009), gesture and speech (Martinec, 2004),
or even language and mathematical symbols (Lemke, 1998; O'Halloran, 2008). At the same
time, in contrast to denotative analytical process, which realizes the literal message of
“what, or who, is being depicted” (van Leeuwen, 2001, p.94), the macro level analysis
concerns the connotative meaning which may shift from one cultural context to another or
from one social practice to another (Iedema, 2003). Furthermore, O’Halloran (2011) also
underlines the importance of the intertextual analysis with the particular focus on the
idealogical stances that are hidden behind them.
A few studies have already approached Internet memes’ phenomena from the
perspective of the MCDA. Namely, Chender (2008) examined the ideological components
of the First World Problems and Third World Success Internet memes through the analysis
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of their visual and textual elements. He argued that the text and images featured in the
memes are ideologically representative and construct opposition between “us” and “them”
in terms of wealth inequality.
On the same token, Yoon (2016) examined the forms and contents of memes
associated with racism and suggested that their major part demonstrates colorblindness by
mocking people of color and denying structural racism. He also argued that challenging
colorblindness through critical analysis of Internet memes and creating counter-memes will
potentially enhance students’ critical awareness of racial issues. Nevertheless, there was no
MCDA discussion of Internet memes in political context so far, which became an
additional motivation for the current research to utilize MCDA in the analytical framework of
my research as an interpretive tool to analyze verbal, non-verbal and interdiscursive elements
which constitute the multimodal architecture of Internet memes related to the leading Russian

and American political figures.
2.3 Intertextuality in Multimodal Critical Discourse Analysis
It is generally considered that Kristeva (1986) was the first one to address the
concept of intertextuality based on Bakhtin’s research (1986), where he claims “that every
text is dialogical, in the sense that it gains its meaning in relation to other texts”. Further,
Kristeva (1986) elaborates that a particular text is “a permutation of texts, an intertextuality:
in the space of a given text, several utterances, taken from other texts, intersect and
neutralize one other” (p. 36). Kristeva’s application of the concept endeavors to reflect the
complicated essence of discursive elements that come across in a specific production of the
texts. According to Kristeva, “text is a kind of ‘productivity’ in which various semiotic
codes, genres, and meaning relations are both combined and transformed”. She references
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texts in relation of the following directions: “a horizontal axis connecting the author and
reader of a text, and a vertical axis, which connects the text to other texts” (Kristeva, 1980,
p.69). Accordingly, following Bakhtin (1981), Kristeva also considers each textual element
as designed, and comprehended in accordance to another textual elements in the limits of
“the same social formation” (Thibault, 1994).
There have been various perspectives regarding the intertextuality depending on the
fields the scholars are originating from as well as the purposes of their research.
Accordingly, they may be proximately divided in two categories. The first group “is the
scholars from semiotics with the key figures including Kristeva (1981), Riffaterre (1978),
Meinhof and Smith (2000). These scholars concern themselves with exploring the complex
of literary works by appropriating the concept of intertextuality. The second group are from
the area of discourse analysis and critical discourse analysis, such as Fairclough (1992a,
1992b, 1992c, 1995a, 1995b), Scollon (2004), Bazerman (1993, 2004), Devitt (1991) and
Lemke (1985, 1995a, 1995b). For this group of scholars, their major concern is with nonliterary works. Many scholars perceive intertextuality not only as a form through which
texts are interrelated, but also as a social practice that involves particular ways of producing
and interpreting discourse” (Fairclough, 1992a, 1992b, 1992c, 1995b). Moreover,
O’Halloran et al. show the multimodal nature of interdiscursivity in their critical discourse
analysis of a television advertisement, namely by revealing that “HSBC-text speaks with
many ‘voices’, mixing and invoking different modes and multiple genres, ideological
concepts, values, and beliefs, and inviting multiple readings by a (projected) audience”
(O’Halloran et al., 2011, p. 113). Further, studies by Kuppens (2009), O’Halloran et al.
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(2011) and O’Toole (2011) also demonstrate how intertextual references can be visual,
verbal, or acoustic.
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CHAPTER 3 METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS
The present Chapter elaborates on the method employed in the study, by explaining
main research questions which guided the analysis, as well as describing the process used
in selecting the research materials and outlining analytical procedures.
3.1 Research Questions
In accordance with the research motivation previously mentioned in Section 1.3, the
analysis of Internet memes associated with the leading political figures in the present study
is mainly driven by the following three research questions:
(1) How verbal, non-verbal and interdiscursive elements of political Internet memes
contribute to their meaning interpretation?
(2) Do political Internet memes carry the potential to represent current social and
cultural values?
(3) Could political Internet memes be accounted as a valid political commentary, or
is their creation and circulation merely an act of entertainment?
In order to answer these questions, I employed a MCDA approach, which allows to
analyze: (1) how visual strategies in Internet memes’ design are used to convey certain
messages (Aiello, 2006), and (2) how participants of the 9gag Internet community employ
diverse arguments through Internet memes related to the leading political figures as well as
to (3) evaluate the implications of these arguments in the context of political discourse and
a wider socio cultural context.
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3.2 Data Selection
I gathered memes related to the leading Russian and American political figures
primarily from the 9gag website (www.9gag.com) which is an Internet community where
people create and share their own memes. According to the 9gag internal data retrieved on
February, 2017, it is an international community visited by the participants from all over
the world. Moreover, the major part of the participants belongs to the tech-savvy
Generation of Millenials, with the second largest part of the audience represented by the
youngest and the most global iGeneration.
The 9gag website was chosen as the sole source of data because, according to the
Similar Web, which is a company known for its expert evaluation of web traffic and
Internet behavior, the amount of memes stored on 9gag is much higher comparing to the
other similar online communities. Apart from that, the site provides internet users an
opportunity to “upvote” or “downvote” each meme, which is beneficial for the purposes of
the current study as a voting component reflects the level of memes’ popularity and the
general idea of how widely they have been seen. Furthermore, the order of memes’
appearance on the front page can be arranged according to the date when they were posted
(recent or old posts) or organized by their popularity (arranged in accordance to the number
of votes). Finally, 9gag allows users to leave comments on each meme and this function
grants an opportunity to further examine interactions between the users and their reception
of the meme’s major message.
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From January to March, 2017, the 200 highly popular examples of Internet memes
related to the most frequently mentioned political figures, namely, Hillary Clinton,9 Donald
Trump,10 Barak Obama11 and Vladimir Putin,12 were selected as the sample for the analysis.
The level of memes’ popularity played the focal role in the process of data selection after
presumption that instances with the most “votes” carry stronger potential for ideological
transmission as well as reflection of the mainstream social and cultural realities. During the
data accumulation I saved both targeted Internet memes and their corresponding web-links
to the 9gag master-page in order to access them later for examination of users’ generated
comments and discussions.
3.3 Analytical Procedures
Once the data collection ended, the initial coding was conducted through grouping
the tokens of each political figure into three main categories according to their major focus:
(1) pro memes, (2) anti memes and (3) ambivalent memes respectively. The tone of pro
memes mainly reflected support toward the certain politicians, while anti memes spoke
against their political and social actions. As for ambivalent memes, their intentions often
seemed two-folded or simply not very clear. In order to reduce the subjectivity of the initial
coding, the method of consensual validation (Brink, 1993) was further applied. It involved
the independent coding into the three categories by two 9gag participants not otherwise
involved in the current research. Consequently, only the tokens from the data that

9

Hillary Clinton is the former First Lady of the United States, a member of the American Democratic Party
and one of the leading candidates in the 2016 presidential elections.
10
Donald Trump is the winner of the 2016 presidential elections and the current president of the United
States.
11
Barak Obama is the former president of the United States.
12
Vladimir Putin is the current president of Russia.
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demonstrated consistency between researcher’s interpretation and that of other encoders
were included into the analysis and discussion in Chapter Four.
The next step was the subcategorization of Internet memes based on their design
and in alignment with the classification presented by Figure 1.6 (p. 6) in Chapter One (see
section 1.2.1) as well as the frequency of their appearance in the data.
I applied for further analysis O’Halloran et al’s (2011) approach of multi-layered
analysis which conjoins the micro level analysis of relations between different multimodal
elements to the macro level analysis in the wider socio cultural context. As such, the
O’Halloran et al. (2011) micro level analysis was also complemented by the Panofsky’s
(1955) iconography in relation to the non-verbal elements, as will be elaborated below.
Figure 3.1 summarizes the whole analytical process.

Figure 3.1 Schematic demonstration of analytical procedures
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The first step of micro level analysis included examination of verbal elements
constituting a multimodal architecture of the selected Internet memes for the purpose of
understanding the perspectives they represent. It was based mainly on the algorithm
proposed by van Dijk (1993), specifically, the analysis of textual utterances on (1) syntactic
plane: how a text is structured; (2) lexical plane: what words are used; (3) semantic plane:
what meanings are ascribed to particular uterances; (4) schematic plane: in what way the
texts are organized; (5) rhetoric plane: how style is used in discourse; as well as (6)
pragmatic plane: how discourses operate contextually. All of these planes were
fundamental for the analysis of Internet memes and the discursive context around them. I
looked over the lexical items that memes utilized, as well as the items they entailed and
referred to. I explored the way they were put together, the way they functioned stylistically,
and the way they were placed in context.
The next step was the analysis of non-verbal elements of targeted Internet memes’
as no less important aspects of their meaning comprehension. For this purpose, the
perceptual strategy based on Panofsky’s (1955) iconography was applied. It offers the list
of questions, which facilitates and coordinates an analysis of visual elements presented in
the multimodal texts. Following this strategy, I specifically looked for the answers to such
questions as: (1) what are the main elements of the visual design? (2) what are the main
colors of the images? (3) what is the place of the text on the image? and (4) what elements
seem not to fit in the picture? Attention to non-verbal elements from this perceptual
perspective contributed to the further interpretive processes.
In addition, on the stage of micro level analysis, I also focused on interdiscursivity
asking how the meanings of the elements involved in multimodal design of Internet memes
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are constructed not solely in the elements themselves, but through the connection to their
meanings in other discourses. As it has been argued that meaning-making in multimodal
pieces of discourse could be dependent on interplay of its semiotic resources, an approach
generated from Holliday's (1994) classification of inter-clause relationships is considered
for the analysis of how interdiscursive elements may interact with other semiotic modes
realized in the same Internet meme and contribute to its overall meaning. The classification
is based on the three main types of relations:
(1) Elaboration in Holliday’s classification suggested that the elaborating clause
restates, comments, exemplifies, or specifies in greater detail the main clause, e.g. I
recorded their first song 'Got Kut' in January 2002, which sold 13 copies world-wide. In the
context of interdiscursivity, elaboration stands for the situation where interdiscursive
element realized in Internet meme does not introduce any new information but rather
provides a further characterization of the one that is already presented by another mode, by
restating or clarifying it, as will be further illustrated in Chapter Four (see Figure 4.18 in
Section 4.2.2).
(2) Extension in the original classification stood for the extending clause which
supplements new information, offers an exclusion, or provides a fallback, e.g. I sang
poorly, and was booed off the stage. In the present study, extension corresponds to the cases
where interdiscursive element realized in Internet meme adds new semantic details, fills a
gap in the meaning presented by another mode, or is in contradiction with it, as will be
shown in the analysis of Figure 4.21 (see Chapter Four, Section4.2.2).
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(3) Enhancement, according to Holliday (1994), represented the cases where the
enhancing clause provides circumstantial features of time, place, condition or result to the
main clause, e.g. Alvin wanted a band, so he formed Boney. On interdiscursive plane,
enchancement echoes Holliday’s (1994) definition and represents the situation where
interdiscursive element reinforces the meaning of other element through its qualification in
several possible manners such as temporal, conditional or spatial reference. One of the
examples of intertextual enhancement will be demonstrated by Figure 4.3 in Chapter Four
(see Section4.2.1).
In the process of micro level analysis, it becomes essential to analyze the relations
between different multimodal planes and understand the meaning assigned to them in order
to interpret the data. Moreover, for the purpose of the bias reduction, 9gag users’ comments
on the targeted Internet memes should be also included into the scope of analysis.
Furthermore, it has been claimed that for the purpose of the proper meaning
interpretation of the multimodal text, it is also important to take into consideration the
corresponding realia of culture, society, history and politics in reference to its design and
reception (Scott, 1994), which will be approached on the level of macro analysis of the
current research.
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CHAPTER 4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This Chapter covers analysis and discussion of the selected memes. First, the
structural composition of the data will be presented. Next, the micro level analysis of the
textual, visual and interdiscursive elements will be demonstrated with the reflection on the
overall thematic orientation of the political memes, following by the macro level analysis
which will contextualize Internet memes in the current social and cultural processes.
4.1 Structural Composition of the Data
The description of Internet memes related to the leading political figures in the
collected corpus is based on the categorization of the three main groups: pro memes, anti
memes and ambivalent memes. Table 4.1 shows the distribution of the data of the defined
categories.

Hillary
Trump
Putin
Obama
Total #

Pro memes
3
4
14
11
32

Anti memes
27
20
10
5
62

Ambivalent
memes
20
26
26
34
106

Table 4.1 Thematic Focus and Frequency of Internet Memes

As evident from Table 4.1, more than half of the all collected tokens are ambivalent
in nature, which means that their ideological interpretations could not be based on the
superficial level of a first impression and require deeper analysis of all multimodal
elements as well as viewers’ reception. Another half of the data, though, is built by quite
straightforward Internet memes with the leading antagonistic tone towards political figures
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in focus. Upon that, based on the memes’ frequency anti Hillary and anti Trump memes
constituted the major part of all unsupportive memes, which is most probably influenced by
the presidential elections in USA at the end of 2016. In relation to the visual design of the
data, most part of the political memes takes forms of original images and single image
macros, as demonstrated in Table 4.2.

Pro memes
Anti memes
Ambivalent
memes
Total #

Single image
macros
13
13

Stacked
images
4
9

Original
images
11
28

Photoshoped
images
4
12

26
52

17
30

44
83

19
35

Table 4.2 Visual Design of Internet Memes
4.2 Micro Level Analysis and Discussion
Following the previously covered analytical framework and procedures, in this
section I will describe and discuss the visual composition of Internet memes. Next, I will
examine the interdiscursive element, considering the knowledge it supplies in regard to the
political figures that memes feature. The most expressive instances extracted from the data
are used for discussion in the subsequent sections (4.2.1, 4.2.2 and 4.2.3).
4.2.1 Pro memes
An example of the supportive Trump’s memes, illustrated by Figure 4.1, employs a
direct Trump’s quotation, as a main message, specifically, referring to his claim that if he
became the president of the United States he would refuse any personal financial support
from the government. This claim is further restated in an affirmative judgment as “Donald
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Trump has said he will NOT accept the president’s $400,000 salary”, showing the
creator’s intent to accentuate its gravity. The message is even more highlighted by the
usage of capital letters for the word NOT and the respective full name form of the
politician.

Figure 4.1 “I won’t take even one dollar”

Figure 4.2 “You are fake news”

On a visual plane, the photograph of Trump is used as a layout for the meme.
Moreover, his straight posture and watchful stare contrast the over grimacing which is
frequently employed in antagonistic memes, as Figure 4.2 exemplifies. On the same token,
faded colors down-grade the focus of the viewer on Trump’s orange-like skin tone, that is
also frequently ridiculed by the opposition.
Both textual and visual planes of the targeted Trump’s pro meme suggest that
though Internet memes are considered at most humor-centered by nature, they could also be
sporadically serious. It is important to mention that within the collected data, an example of
Trump’s pro memes, containing humorous elements, was also found as presented in Figure
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4.3 below. However, in order to reveal the possibility of alternative emotional coloring, the
illustrated above token was chosen for the detailed analysis.

Figure 4.3 “He wants USA to use the metric system”

In general, the presence of the pro memes as polar options about the political figures
in focus, also demonstrates that internet communities, such as 9gag, are not echo chambers.
The term was initially used in critique of other social platforms, like Facebook, and their
influence on the political conversation. At its core there was a claim that web communities
often connect users with people they already like or feel related to, and who consequently
may show similar political preferences. Therefore, social Internet communities are argued
to not have a capacity to foster polar discussion between its users. Moreover, the news feed
page, which is how most users see contents of a web-site, is more likely to prominently
display contents based on a user's previous interests, and it also conforms to his or her
political ideology. While this argument may be valid with respect to Facebook and social
platforms alike, the data of the current study demonstrate that Internet memes’
communities, such as 9gag, have an aptitude to show both supportive and antagonistic
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stances in relation to the leading political figures, which make them also a resourceful part
of a politically charged popular discourse.
Another example of pro memes, illustrated in Figure 4.4, belongs to the highly
recycled Internet meme’s category – Confession Bear, which originally belongs to an
image macro family featuring a photo of a Malayan sun bear leaning against a log, which
has been previously mentioned in Section 1.2.1. The Confession Bear memes, as
demonstrated by Figure 4.5, are traditionally captioned with confessions about taboo
behaviors and controversial opinions that are often kept secret for fear of being criticized or
even bullied. This message is also reinforced on the visual plane by the bear’s remorseful
face expression.

Figure 4.4 Politically oriented Confession Bear Figure 4.5 Confession Bear

In the context of Trump’s presidential election, it is used to convey a confession of
the meme’s creator that (s)he “actually wants Trump to win, to see if he’ll really build the
wall”. Upon that, it is evident that the verbal element of the meme follows the canon of
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Macros’ design, by using capitalized letters and breaking down the message into two parts:
the one on the top, providing the setting, and the one at the bottom serving as a punch line
and reflecting the gist of the comment. It also reveals the hidden stance of the author that
Trump is not a very promising and efficient political figure; at the same time it offers an
invitation to elect him anyway and observe if the wall between USA and Mexico will be
really built to hold off illegal immigration. The interdiscursive reference to Confession
Bear meme enhances the political comment towards Trump in a sense that the creator of the
meme feels controversial and even disgraceful in the desire of Trump’s victory over
presidential elections.
It has been argued that the networks that produce and share memes, such as 9gag,
could be accounted as subcultures because they utilize symbolic elements, like Macros, to
aesthetically mark off an imaginary in-group from a bigger, prevailing imaginary out-group
(Shifman, 2011). Furthermore, it has been asserted that efficient participation in Internet
memes’ communities always demand subcultural literacy: “the ability to ‘read and write’ in
the social language accepted by subcultural insiders” (Lievrouw, 2011). Accordingly, the
involvement norms which guarantee that memes’ subcultures are strongly gate-kept and the
users have to show knowledge of the subcultural canons which establish memes in order to
enter any discussion or understand the messages that memes convey (Milner, 2012).
Examples such as Figure 4.24 (see Section 4.2.3) may serve as evidence that without sub
cultural knowledge it may be sometimes not possible to understand what memes really
mean. However, it may be also speculated that in cases, like the politically oriented
Confession Bear meme in Figure 4.4, the lack of sub cultural literacy does not necessarily
make the meaning extraction of the interdiscursive artifacts absolutely impossible.
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Specifically, the textual element in the discussed Confession Bear already provides a gist of
the political comment and the sub cultural literacy in this particular case is more likely to
compliment the meaning making process by exposing the tone of the message.
The next example of Pro memes, illustrated in Figure 4.6, involves a commentary
on the Russian President Putin.

Figure 4.6 Cool President Putin

Figure 4.7 Cool President Obama

There is an apparent reference on the meme’s textual plane to the pop cultural
artifact, namely, the figure of the British Secret Service agent 007 and his famous quotation
– “Bond. James Bond”. The connection is further reinforced by the image of Vladimir
Putin, holding a custom-built rifle, with both his facial expression and the posture reflecting
power and skills. The image also provides a break between a setting line on the top and
punch line at the bottom while viewers look though it and make connections with a
corresponding context as well as the particular textual overlay.
A highly recognizable reference to James Bond already gives the viewer a key to
understanding of the major message that the meme’s creator intended to express.
Specifically, Russian president is introduced as a cool, strong and dangerous personality
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implying the Russian military and political potential in general. At the same time, the
choice of this particular interdiscursive element among all others may have a deeper
motivation, rooting into awareness of Putin’s longstanding background in the Russian
Federal Security Service.13 Thus, 9gag viewers’ political literacy may support appreciation
of this meme on a more profound level.
In spite of the fact that Putin’s meme could seem playful and pop from the first
glance, in practice it not only attracted audience’s attention but also triggered a more
serious political discussion, as top-rated users’ comments in Figure 4.8 demonstrate.14

Figure 4.8 Users’ discussion under Cool President Putin’s meme
These critical comments on Putin’s political agenda may be considered as the
artifacts of energetic urbanits, involved in political discussions and displaying polyvocal
perspectives. It goes in line with van Zoonen’s (2005) claim that pop genres provide an

13

Russian internal security service responsible for counterintelligence, antiterrorism, and surveillance of the
military.
14
Retrieved from www.9gag.com in March 2017
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opportunity for the more abandoned involvement in public discourse, as a bigger part of the
citizens can generate and be involved in political debates.
Some of the instances collected for the current study also reflected a resembling
perception of a former American President, Barack Obama, as a cool personality. For
example, the verbal element of the meme presented in Figure 4.7 expresses a
straightforward statement, that Obama is the “coolest president in history”. However, the
visual plane of the targeted meme featuring the picture of the president, who is giving a
“bro fist” to a janitor, not only elaborates on the creator’s claim but also sets a tone to
Obama’s “coolness”. In contrast to Putin, Obama is perceived as having a cool personality
because of his sociability and proximity to ordinary people. A wide range of similar memes
circulated in the Internet memes’ community at a time of the data collection. Inherently,
they were a reflection of the current political and social issues associated with Donald
Trump and Hillary Clinton running for the presidency 2016. Specifically, the way Obama
contrasted with the mentioned presidential candidates activated the increase of the positive
remarks in his regard. Nevertheless, in spite of such a positive tone of the memes and
superficiality of its messages, they also managed to sparkle a more complex political
commentary, as presented in Figure 4.9.15

15

Retrieved from www.9gag.com in March 2017
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Figure 4.9 Users’ discussion under Cool President Obama’s meme

Another cluster of supportive Obama’s memes, triggered by his contrast to Trump
and Clinton, are distinct in recycling the same verbal element – “Thanks Obama”.

Figure 4.10 Thanks Obama

Figure 4.11 “Thanks” Obama

Figure 4.10 shows a typical example extracted from the data that imitates the typical
macro design, previously mentioned in the Section 1.2.1 (the accent on the visual plane, the
utilization of a simplistic light font, the pattern of “up/punch-line”) and offers a
recognizable sample for the immitations. The “Thanks Obama” textual element in this
meme conveys the gratitude of the creator for Obama’s presidential service as well as
strong belief in the efficiency of his policies. Smiling and grateful face expression of
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Obama reflected on the visual plane also strengthens the positive note of the meme’s core
message. Yet, Figure 4.12 illustrates, that it also promoted a hot discussion in the comment
section with a presence of multiple political perspectives.16 Specifically, participants not
only advocated the productivity of Obama’s governance, but also shared arguments against
it.

Figure 4.12 Users’ discussion under Thanks Obama’s meme

Owning to Internet memes’ viral nature, , they have an ability to be designed and
shared fast, as well as in accordance rapidly react to social and political events even within
their own web-communities. For instance, the copycats of Thanks Obama’s meme started
to circulate on 9gag with a recycled verbal element but a very different message behind it.
The “Thanks” Obama meme exemplified in Figure 4.11 remixes textual and visual modes
16

Retrieved from www.9gag.com in March 2017
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by replacing letter “O” in Obama’s name by the print of the chocolate donut and
consequently adding a superficial note to the message. Moreover, the dark chocolate color
reflects an allusion to Obama’s ethnicity which was not left unnoticed by the users, as
Figure 4.13 demonstrates.17

Figure 4.13 Users’ reaction to “Thanks” Obama’s meme

In the context of the discussed meme, an original “Thanks, Obama” expression
became sarcastic and was used to blame personal troubles and inconveniences on the
former president though he had no influence on them. The value of such politically oriented
message is doubtful, however, the user’s comments around it shows that Internet memes
communities may serve not only for entertainment and political communication but also as
a source of information. By asking the clarifications, as Figure 4.13 shows, the user was
updated on the current politically tinted events in the United States and had an opportunity
17

Retrieved from www.9gag.com in March 2017
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to join an international discussion. It resonates with the previous argument that the lack of
the sub cultural literacy and failure to initially grasp the meaning of the memes will
necessarily exclude users from participation in the community and discussions around its
artifacts.
4.2.2 Anti memes
The analysis of the data revealed that that Internet memes are capable of making
some gossip or rumors about political feagures the main talking issues of a political
campaign. As Nasri (2012) previously suggested, such tendency may be brought about by
the anonymity of the memes’ creators. . More specifically, with traditional media, the
finger of blame for inaccurate or biased content can be pointed at individual reporters or
news channels, but when an Internet meme is copied and distributed by thousands of
Internet users, criticism about the biased or incorrect information it carries is absolutely
invalid. Figures 4.14 and 4.15 illustrate that this tendency also makes a lane for the
creation of satirical memes referencing the leading political figures.
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Figure 4.14 Deleted emails

Figure 4.15 Shredded emails

Both of the above Hillary’s memes make reference to the same incident of March
2015. That time it was officially reported that Hillary Clinton, while on her post of the
Secretary of State, performed a government correspondence though her home email. That
included thousands of classified emails. As a consequence, FBI had to open investigation in
this regard and, at the later stage of the second debate between the two presidential
nominees, Trump also mentioned the incident and and accused Clinton in providing the
State Department with only half of her send email data and destrying the rest. Trump
claimed that she might be "ashamed" for erasing more than 30 000 emails.
The satirical note of Hillary’s meme, presented in Figure 4.14 is rooted in “
incongruity’, which is a clash between expectation and experience”. (Shifman, 2011, p.23)
These clashes are frequently settled by first providing the beginning of the joke at the upper
part of the meme (“If Hillary Clinton wins the election, she will be the first f president”),
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and then providing the punch line close to the lower part of the image (“…I would have
written female, but the emale got deleted”). It is noticeable that the pun between the
homophonous words email and emale was intentionally used as a rhetoric device on the
textual plane to reinforce the meme’s judging message with respect to Clinton’s criminal
act. Visual plane also strengthen the antagonistic nature of the meme by distorting the
saturation of Hillary’s election profile picture on the background.
In spite of the straightforwardness of the claim, Hillary’s meme also generated
opposing commentary among the users, as illustrated by Figure 4.16.18 This echoes the
previous argument that Internet memes communities are not the echo-chambers.
Consequently, as points of view are nooked off when they face each other, web-platforms
like 9gag, offer a fertile ground for accumulation of political discourse.

Figure 4.16 One of the top-rated commentaries on the “f president” meme

Taking into account the textual reference to the same incident concerning deleted
emails, Hillary’s meme in Figure 4.15 may be presupposed as having an equivalent
political commentary as the meme in Figure 4.14. However, its different multimodal
architecture uncovers different focus of the creator’s message. Namely, the verbal element
contains speculation that Clinton got rid of the criminal evidence by shredding the
confidential emails. This does not make much sense as the original emails in this scenario
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would be still on the computer’s hard drive. Visual mode advances the claim that Clinton is
not smart (and not capable to be an efficient and respectful president) by showing falling
confetti and celebrating, unsuspecting Hillary. The top-rated comment, presented in Figure
4.17 further creatively supports this suggestion.19

Figure 4.17 The top-rated commentary on the Shredded emails’ meme

As both Hillary’s memes demonstrate satirical comments towards political figures,
they provide alternative variants of expression, supplementing the already available types
of political discussions.
The next example of anti memes extracted from the data is highly pop cultural and
entirely non-verbal. As Figure 4.18 demonstrates, it targets two political leaders: Russian
President Putin and American President Trump, by depicting them as lovely dressed twingirls, standing still in a light-colored room and holding hands.
19
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Figure 4.18 Come play with us, ISIS

Figure 4.19 Come play with us, Danny

The core message of the meme in Figure 4.18 is already recognizable on this stage.
It deals with the positive commentaries of President Trump in relation to Russia’s political
and international agendas, and implies the possible coalition of the two impressive military
powers. In addition, the creator’s decision to photoshop Putin’s face on the bigger girl and
Trump’s face on the smaller one may reflects his intention to depict the power hierarchy in
such a coalition.
However, the meaning of the political commentary expressed through this meme
can be genuinely grasped only with consideration of the interdiscursive reference to the
classic horror horror movie produced in accordance to the Stephen King’s fiction “The
Shining”. According to the plot, one of the protagonists, a little boy Danny, possesses
telepathic abilities that enable him to see ghosts and other frightening visions. As pictured
in Figure 4.19, once riding his tricycle in a lonely hotel closed for winter, he encountered
two ghost twin-girls, who further terrorized the boy by repeating the phrase “Come play
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with us, Danny”. This scene is considered classic and is still highly recognizable, in spite of
the fact that the movie was first aired in 1980.
The understanding the elaborative interdiscursive element of the targeted Internet
meme allows the viewer to perceive the hidden message that the coalition of Russia and
USA would be unbeatable as well as horrifying. Furthermore, the context of the recent ISIS
threats toward Russia and the USA provides the directionality of its terror, as also reflected
in Figure 4.20.20

Figure 4.20 Users’ discussion under Come play with us, ISIS’ meme

The discussed meme clearly illustrates how the politically colored expression on
Internet meme platforms involves pop cultural angles in the dispute. “More than being a
superficial discourse, these understandings connect political events to popular texts, and
therefore broaden modes of political participation. In other words, more arguments can
happen in diverse ways because of the connection between pop, media, and politics”.
When it concerns political events, memes are also often used to represent multiple
perspectives on multiple political issues. Besides, the existence of dominant discourses

20
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does not imply that there is no room for other perspectives. For instance, based on the
previous discussion, it is evident former American President, Barack Obama, is a popular
figure referred to in Internet memes, with a prevailing number of supportive commentaries,
as Table 3.1 demonstrates. However, Obama’s memes are also at times critical. The one,
illustrated in Figure 4.21 rephrases the quote of an American activist Holly Near – “Why do
we kill people who are killing people to show that killing people is wrong?” – into an
affirmative statement written in capitalized letters across an American flag.

Figure 4.21 We kill people who kill

Figure 4.22 You comment on your

people because killing people is wrong

comment to tell me not to comment

The verbal element may suggest the perception of the meme as a carrier of a serious
claim, even confession, especially taking into consideration the visual layout of the top part.
Specifically, the leaking colors on the flag’s red strips trigger a visual association with the
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dripping blood, while a girl’s hidden face strengthen comprehension of the statement as a
confession. However, the bottom part of the meme, expressed only visually through the
picture of laughing Obama, challenges the seriousness of the commentary. It also adds a
note that Obama does not have any remorse in regard of American military intervention in
Iraq or Syria.
The bottom part of the targeted meme also has an interdiscursive reference to Yo
Dawg image macro, demonstrated in Figure 4.22.It belongs to the memes’ family created in
relation to the hip hop singer Xzibit, who is very popular in US, and the joky text
overlapping his image, that utilizes the pattern “Yo Dawg, I herd you like (noun X), so I put
an (noun X) in your (noun Y) so you can (verb Z) while you (verb Z).” Since topping the
memes’ charts at the beginning of 2007, this meme was acknowledged as one of the most
popular and long-living jokes in the web. The interdiscursive mode extends the meaning of
the meme, being in contradiction with the message presented by other modes. Though it
diminishes the seriousness of the commentary, it also generates a diverse and fluid political
discussion, presented in Figure 4.23.21

21
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Figure 4.23 Users’ discussion under ‘We kill people who kill people because killing people
is wrong’ meme

What we see in this example is how memes operate via a combination of
interdiscurive recognizability and individual creativity as individual users add an “accent”
to existing viral memes, in attempts to convey a more complex political commentary.
4.2.3 Ambivalent memes
One of the examples of ambivalent memes, which are in essence two-folded and unclear
in terms of their intended message, is illustrated in Figure 4.24.
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Figure 4.24 Folks I have to apologize

Within the scope of visual architecture this meme follows the canon of macro’s
design with the text written in simple white font over the close-up picture. However,
recognizable macro meme’s template is visually extended by the usage of two stacked
pictures as a layout. The textual element of the meme presented in Figure 4.24 states –
“Hillary Clinton is officially president. Folks I have to apologize”. Solely based on the
textual level it may be assumed that the core message of the meme is the regret that
Hillary won the election and took the presidential post. Yet, by paying closer attention to
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the visual details, specifically usage of a macro image of popular American TV host Steve
Harvey in the targeted meme’s design, the intertextual reference to the Beauty contest’s
incident may be also revealed. The incident happened during the Miss Universe ceremony
in December 2015 when Steve Harvey mixed-up the announcement of the winning
contestant, as shown in Figure 4.25 below.

Figure 4.25 Miss Universe 2015

As the announcement of the final results approached towards the end of the
nationally televised event, Harvey falsely named Miss Colombia, as the winner of the
pageant. However, a few minutes after she was crowned, Harvey returned to the stage to
reveal that he had read the results incorrectly and named Miss Philippines as the winner of
the pageant. Furthermore, his public confession also started with the phrase – “Folks I have
to apologize”, making the punch line of the targeted meme intertextual as well. As a result,
interdiscursive reference of the meme drastically change its presupposed meaning,
ridiculing in between Hillary’s over assurance in winning the presidential elections, as also
illustrated in the following Figure 4.26 and 4.27.
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Figure 4.26 Future president

Figure 4.27 Madam president

As should be evident by now, political commentaries in Internet memes are often
highly intertextual. Moreover, intertextually approached political occurrences could be also
closely connected to current pop cultural events, as demonstrated in Figure 4.24. In this
example, the political and the pop are inseparable as forms of the commentary, making pop
cultural literacy a key element in the process of Internet meme’s meaning extraction. At the
same time, pop savvy appropriations of political affairs not always represent poignant,
explicit creator’s message. Sometimes the effects of these hybrids are lighthearted and
playful, like the meme under current analysis. Nevertheless, as Dahlgren (2009) argues,
humorous commentary may still “highlight inconsistencies, and generally challenge the
authority of official political discourse” (p. 139). In doing so, humor may also “offer
pleasurable points of entry to the current political topics” (p. 139), and with regard to
Internet memes provide participants with an opportunity to add new voices into ongoing
politically oriented discussions.
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Another example of an ambivalent political meme, presented in the Figure 4.28, is
related to Trump’s election agenda, in particular, his intention to build the wall on the
territorial border between the USA and Mexico.

Figure 4.28Señor Trump, can we have our ball back?

The textual level of the meme under discussion is expressed though the question –
“Señor Trump, can we have our ball back?” constructed as a mix of Spanish and English.
Such a language choice, with the direct reference to Trump’s persona, suggests that the
meme’s message concerns the issue of the illegal Mexican immigrants. Furthermore, the
visual plane, implemented through the picture of a dark-skinned man who is peeping over
the wall, further elaborates on the issue and speculatively refers to the one of the American
realias, often shown in the popular movies. Specifically, there are always naughty children
in the cottage neighborhood who kick their ball too far over the fence of a grumpy old
individual and have to beg it back. However, combining both textual and visual levels
together the direction of the message still stays ambiguous. In other words, it is difficult to
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clearly define if the author of the meme supports Trump’s stance towards illegal Mexican
immigration or oppose it. At the same time it is clear that this meme is more humorous in
nature compared with more straight-forward tokens discussed in sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2.
Example of the highly ambivalent meme referencing Russian President Putin was
also discovered in the data. As Figure 4.29 illustrates, it is entirely non-verbal. However,
the visual mix of the serving of chocolate pudding with overlapping Putin’s facial features
clearly implies the word play as the core message of the targeted meme.

Figure 4.29 Putin pudding
Worth mentioning is the creator’s choice of the pudding’s color, which makes the
dessert and Putin on it respectively resemble the pile of excrements. In this respect, it could
be further speculated that this choice could be intentional and that it serves as euphemism.
In this case, the political meme under discussion may represent the type of the political
jokes that Kuipers (2005) called amoral, meaning that “they do not contain any empathy,
nor do they make any clear statement” (p. 77). Their appeal seems to be generated only by
their strangeness. Nevertheless, such memes are still aesthetically expressive artifacts that
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remix from a prominent political figure. They attract the audience’s attention and even
spark discussions on political issues, as demonstrated in Figure 4.30.22

Figure 4.30 User’s commentary under Putin pudding meme

The participant leaving the playful commentary under the Putin pudding meme
employs the same pun as the meme’s creator and targets behind the lines the issue of
Putin’s invasion to Crimea, Ukraine. This behavior may also reflect Polk, Yong &
Holbert’s (2009) claim that humor has the power to decrease the desire to counter argue.
4.3 Macro Level Analysis and Discussion
According to the data analysis and discussion presented in Section 4.2, the major
part of the collected political Internet memes take form of original images and single image
macros. As such, they are often highly intertextual, requiring from the participants a certain
level of sub cultural and pop cultural literacy. Moreover, taking into account Internet
meme’s viral nature, they can be quickly produced, shared, and discussed, therefore, swiftly
reflecting on the current political events as the findings on micro level demonstrate.
Putting these findings in the broader context, the potential of political Internet
memes to represent current social and cultural values is worthwhile to note. As was
previously mentioned in Chapter Three, the core audience of the 9gag Internet community,
which was the source of the data for the present study, is mainly constructed by the
22
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representatives of iGeneration (iGens) and generation of Millenials.23 Both of these
generations are digital natives that have taken the lead in seizing on the new digital
platforms such as Internet, mobile technology, and social media in order to construct
personalized networks of friends, colleagues and affinity groups (Sago, 2010).There is also
a global component in it, as these young adults are influenced by the same movies, music,
fashion and food (Fosdick, 2012). Furthermore, they connect in a borderless world, across
countries and cultures, and they communicate in the communities where texts and tweets
are brief, and where visuals and videos get the most feedback. In this light, the creation and
high popularity of 9gag platform, which is global in nature and visual in matter, reflects the
current trend of modern society. Moreover, to some extent it could be also suggested that
memes, inherently, are powerful agents of globalization as well, with the community
creating and spreading them, while intertextually referencing the global pop culture as well
we global social and political events, as demonstrated by Figures 4.18, 4.21 or 4.24 (see
Section 4.2.3).
The way Internet meme communities, like 9gag, create their content also transmits
certain socio cultural values and norms. To start with, Wildness firm’s24 research revealed
in 2016 that latest generations do not simply consume entertainment but help to create and
shape it.25Specifically, 80% of iGens say that finding themselves creatively is important.
Over 25% post original video on a weekly basis, while 65% enjoy creating and sharing
content on social media. This trend also explains hundreds of daily postings of Internet
memes online and their rich and diverse variability in design, as was mentioned in Chapter
23
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One (see Figure 1.6 in Section 1.2.1). Furthermore, as Millenials and iGens operate in the
era of information overload, their messages have increasingly become image-based,
consequently, logos and brands targeted on these “globalized” generations have also started
to communicate across the language barriers with color and picture rather than words and
phrases (Fosdick, 2012). Internet memes, reflect the same socio cultural behaviors, being
highly visual and generally limited in text. More importantly, the prevalence of the macro
memes in both data of current research and Internet communities in general is powered by
the particular tendency of young people, living in a digital world of continuous updates, to
processes information faster than other generations. It also resulted in lower attention span
of approximately eight seconds on average (Liu, 2005). This specifically implies that the
content that is popular among Millenials and iGens, like macro memes, should grab their
attention quickly, and that is mostly achievable though light texts and accented visuals.
There are also more narrowed socio cultural realities reflected in Internet memes.
For example, there exists a high level of mistrust to the traditional media among latest
generations, as they believed that television and newspapers provide them with the filtered
version of the events.26 Thus, modern young people tend to often use the Internet as a factchecker. As experts from participants’ politically oriented discussions in Section 4.2
demonstrated, it was not rare when the participants asked for the specific reflections or
explanations of the political events from the users of specific countries.
Finally, the recent surveys of the Pew Research Center27 also revealed that
Millennials and older representatives of iGens take more liberal positions than previous
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generations on such major issues as immigration reform28. Majorities across age cohorts
say there should be a way for illegal immigrants already in the United States to stay in the
country legally if they meet certain requirements (Smith & Clark, 2010). This ideological
belief is also reflected in sensitivity of the 9gag audience to the Trump’s immigration
policies. Although the occurring ambiguity of the political Internet memes found in the data
does not allow to clearly define the stance of the meme’s creators regarding the illegal
immigration, as in Figure 4.28, the willingness to produce and share such memes reflects an
importance of the immigration issue to the community.

28
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CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSION
This chapter summarizes the composing characteristics of the political memes as
well as discusses what they may offer with respect to the modern political discourse. In
particular, the first part of the chapter presents research implications relevant for the studies
of political discourse, while the second part covers the concluding summary of the study, its
methodological contribution as well as limitations and directions for the future research.
5.1 Implications for Political Discourse
As has been already mentioned in Section 4.3, the representatives of the two latest
generations are currently forging a distinctive path into their adulthood and future
leadership. According to the Pew research survey, there are already over 80 millions of
Millenials, which is larger than any other living generation, and iGens are following fast,
claiming to account for one-third of the population by 2020.29 In this light, this study
highlights that it is worthwhile to start paying more serious attention to their habits, media
preferences and values, as they are becoming a major segment of potential political voters
and activists all over the world.
As a matter of fact, some political and social organizations have already got foot on
the ladder. For example, the American Red Cross took into account the preference of
Millenials and iGens of new social media over the traditional ones and raised a record eight
million dollars for Haitian relief efforts via Twitter, which, according to the Nielsen Co.,30
has become the top source of discussion about the quake, followed by online video and
blogs. On the same token, the American White House created a Facebook page and a
29
30
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Twitter feed, which have already nearly half a million and 1.7 million followers,
respectively. Moreover, President Obama was the first candidate to announce his White
House run via Web video and his vice presidential pick by text messages. However, while
politics has been already actively entering new social media, Internet memes platforms,
which are also their part, were generally not considered as a valid source of political
discourse. Current study presented counter-arguments in this regard.
Specifically, one of the legitimate arguments shared among the scholars (Milner,
2013; Shifman, 2014 among others) was the fact that such social platforms as Facebook or
Twitter among others are echo-chambers, meaning that they offer a technical option to filter
the information so that it largely supports their users’ political views. Nevertheless, as
Section 4.2 has revealed, the most popular Internet memes platform, 9gag, demonstrated
the presence of the polar political options as well as multifaceted political discussions,
making it worth considering the platform as one of the prospective sources of a modern
political discourse.
Another claim against Internet memes as a sustainable form of political discourse is
based on their generally humorous nature and heavy pop cultural and sub cultural
references. Thus, political memes are often discarded as missing of any political
significance and regarded as trivial artifacts whose only purpose is to entertain. While
Internet memes are indeed often playful and ambiguous in terms of the focus of their
political message, they attract attention of thousands of viewers and offer unconventional
entry points to the latest political issues. In other words, they engage the participants of
Internet memes platforms to add voices into the trending political discussions, which can be
also both complex and multi-sided, as in Figures 4.8 or 4.12, for example. Taking into
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account the behavioral trends and the social preferences of the Millenials and iGens,
discussed in Section 4.3, it may be further speculated that Internet meme as visual form of
expression will only expand its grasp in the everyday communication, adding to the already
existing forms of political discourse.
5.2 Concluding Summary and Contribution to MCDA
The current study presented a multimodal critical discourse analysis of Internet
memes associated with Russian and American leading political figures. Its main purpose
was to critically examine Internet memes’ multimodal architecture as well as their
presumed potential to transmit social and cultural realities. For this sake, the 200 highly
popular examples of political Internet memes were collected from one of the leading social
platform, 9gag. These tokens were further classified according to their major focus and
analyzed on both micro and macro levels drawn upon the O’Halloran et al. (2011) model of
multi-layered analytical framework. However, current study advocated for the necessary
inclusion of the interdiscursive plane into the micro level analysis. It was argued that the
meanings of the elements which compose a whole multimodal architecture may be fully
constructed only through the connection to their meanings in other discourses. Furthermore,
Holliday's (1994) classification of inter-clause relationships was also adopted for the
analysis of how interdiscursive elements may interact with other semiotic modes and
contribute to the overall meaning. In addition, the micro level analysis of non-verbal
elements was also enriched by the Panofsky’s (1955) perceptual strategy offering the list of
questions, which facilitate an interpretation of visual elements presented in the multimodal
texts.
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The findings of the study revealed that in terms of the structural composition of the
data, more than half of all collected political memes are ambivalent in nature, which means
that the focus of their political messages is not very clear. At the same time, another half of
the tokens is presented by rather straightforward Internet memes with the mostly
antagonistic tone towards the targeted political figures: Donald Trump, Hillary Clinton,
Barak Obama and Vladimir Putin.
The following micro level analysis demonstrated that though Internet memes are in
essence humor-centered, they can be also sporadically serious, as in Figure 4.1 (see Section
4.2.1) which shows their fluid nature and inability to be uncontroversially classified.
Furthermore, the results demonstrated that political Internet memes are highly referential to
sub cultural canons and pop cultural realities (see Section 4.2). As a result, a certain level of
literacy is required from the participants in this regard. However, as has been also shown in
the analysis, 9gag community is not very strictly gate-kept and even unsavvy users are still
able to enter discussions or ask questions to understand what particular memes mean (see
Figure 4.13 in Section 4.2.1). The micro level analysis also showcased that even highly
ambivalent and shallow Internet memes still have a value in political discourse as they not
only attract viewers’ attention but also sparkle diverse political discussions.
In the further macro level analysis, it has been argued that political memes may
reflect socio cultural realities. For example, they may serve as conductors of globalization,
while users design and share them around the world, by referencing the global pop culture
and current international events (see Figures 4.18, 4.21 or 4.24 in Section 4.2.3). Moreover,
Internet memes’ multimodal architecture, which is highly visual and generally limited in
text, goes in line with the specific tendency of latest generations to have a reduced attention
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span and to be unable to concentrate on lengthy pieces of information. The findings also
revealed that political memes echo high level of mistrust among young people to television
and press, frequently serving as an alternative source of news, as reflected in Figure 4.8
(see Section 4.2.1). Finally, it has been suggested that while Millenials and iGens are
growing fast into the leading political voters and activists, their socio cultural realties
should not be neglected. Consequently, such Internet memes platforms as 9gag may serve
as fruitful source of a modern political discourse, which in turn undergoes transformation
and may require further redefinition.
While the present study provided a glimpse into the complex issue of political
Internet memes’ nature, it did not investigate the motivations behind the choice of
particular visual or textual elements during the process of Internet meme's creation. It also
did not include the viewers’ interpretations of the memes. Therefore, MCDA combined
with interviews with the creators and viewers is required for the future research into this
topic to make the findings more robust.
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